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To reach down to the feet or to fasten small buttons or zippers can be distressing 
when pain restricts the mobility or fine motor skills are reduced. These problems can 
be complex and one model may not be appropriate for everyone. Here is a choice of 
three stocking aids and two buttoners.

Etac Socky stocking aid 
Etac Butler buttoners

Etac Socky stocking aid, short
Socky short is the perfect stocking aid for both short and  
knee long socks including flight socks. It consists of a plastic base  
with two hooks under a pre folded nylon fabric. 

How to use Etac Socky Short
The sock is simply pulled onto the Socky fabric until the top of the sock reaches 
over the hooks. Place the string behind the calf and pull. Socky short slides up 
around your foot and lower leg with ease, placing the socks perfectly. 

Etac Socky 
stocking aid, Long
Socky long is the ideal solution when hand strength and 
mobility is restricted or you need to reduce the friction between 
the sock and floor/carpet. It can be used for short as well as knee long 
socks and can also be used for tights. Socky long consists of a long plastic sheet 
placed under a pre folded nylon fabric with a handle on top. 

How to use Etac Socky Long
The sock is simply placed around the Socky fabric and pulled to the top. The 
handle is used to pull Socky long up, while the plastic sheet slides on the 
floor and ensures that the sock stays in place. For tights, use two Socky longs 
connected with Etac Socky linking device.

The plastic hooks under the nylon 
fabric holds the sock in place and 
makes it easy to apply the sock.

The handle makes Socky Long 
easy to use when the strength 
and mobility are restricted in 

hands and arms.
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Description Item no.
Socky stocking aid, short  80601002-2
Socky stocking aid, long  80601001-2
Socky Linking device 80601021
Socky stocking aid for support
and compression stockings 80601003-2
Butler buttoner, round  80602001
Butler buttoner, long 80602004

Length
Socky short, 40 cm (15¾”)
Socky long, 60 cm (23½”)
Socky stocking aid for support
and compression stockings: 100 cm (39¼”)
Butler, round: 13 cm (5”) 
Butler, long: 22 cm (8¾”)

Patent
Socky short and Socky long is patented.

Weight
Socky short: 94 g (3.3)
Socky long: 146 g (5.1 oz)
Socky stocking aid for support
and compression stockings: 90 g (3.2 oz) 
Butler, round: 25 g (0.9 oz) 
Butler, long: 18 g (0.6 oz)

Material
Socky stocking aids: 
Fabric: Polyamide 
Plastic parts: Polypropylene

Butler buttoners:
 Handle: Polystyrene 
Butler round, shank: Epoxy coated metal
Butler long, hook: Galvanised wire

Design
HM Center

Etac Socky stocking aid for 
support and compression stockings
This stocking aid is designed to suit different lengths and types of support 
and compression stockings. It consists of two long nylon fabric sections that con-
nect with Velcro. Each part has a large handle to grip and to pull the stocking over 
the foot and leg. 

How to use Socky Long
Place the support stocking onto the Socky. The fabric parts divide when you pull up 
the stocking. It also facilitates for a care person to assist.

This Socky model also facilitates for a 
care person to assist when putting on 
support or compression stockings.

Etac Butler buttoners
The Butler buttoners are available in two 
models. The model with a round grip can be 
used for both big and small buttons and also 
zippers. The model with a long handle can be 
used for all types of buttons, even jeans metal 
type buttons.

The round grip is 
comfortable in the palm 
of the hand.

The metallic hook 
can be squeezed 
together to fit a small 
buttonhole.

Instruction video at etac.com
How to use Etac Socky
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Socky stocking aid, long 80601001-2
Socky Linking device 80601021




